Two M315 idiotopes defined by isologous monoclonal antibodies: one depends on germline and the other on mutated murine lambda 2 light chain sequences.
We have previously reported that T helper cells of BALB/c mice recognize the unique mutated sequence Phe94, Arg95, Asn96 of the lambda 2 L chain of isologous (BALB/c) myeloma protein 315. Here we study two Id (Id-315.1.4 and Id-315.TH) of the DNP-Lys binding M315 defined by two monoclonal isologous anti-Id Ab (Ab 2-1.4 and Ab 2-TH). Both Id were (1) totally expressed by Fv-315, but not by free unpaired V domains, (2) specifically dependent on VH-315, since lambda 2-315 recombined with four other H chains did not express the Id, (3) related to the hapten-binding site because their expression was blocked by the haptens DNP-Lys and DNP-Gly, and (4) topographically related because Ab 2-1.4 and Ab 2-TH competed with each other for binding to M315. The contribution of lambda chain V regions was studied with the aid of reconstituted Ig molecules of H-315 paired with lambda 1, lambda 2, and lambda 3 L chains. Id-315.TH was expressed equally well by reconstituted Ig containing three different lambda 2 chains (lambda 2-5-7, lambda 2-T952, and lambda 2-315), but its expression was profoundly reduced when H-315 was associated with lambda 3-SAPC15 or lambda 1-J558 L chains; it therefore depended upon amino acids encoded by germline lambda 2 genes. By contrast, Id-315.1.4 was only restored by the lambda 2-315 chain paired with H-315. Since lambda 2-5-7 and lambda 2-T952 differ from lambda 2-315 at positions 38, 94, 95, 96, and 98 or 99, respectively, Id-315.1.4 probably requires the unique mutated amino acids Phe94, Arg95, Asn96 of lambda 2-315. This resembles the effects on Id expression of previously reported unique amino acids of the D region. We failed to confirm that hyperimmunization of BALB/c mice with Ab 2-1.4 cross-linked to KLH induced M315-like Ab. The results are discussed in terms of the contribution of the third hypervariable loop of lambda chains to Id and the immunogenicity of isologous Ig.